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Please stand by for realtime captions.  

 

.  

 

Welcome to the Back-pay/Front-pay Awards and SSA Benefits. My name is Alex and I will be or operator 

for today's call. At this time, all participants are in a listen-only mode. Later we will conduct a question 

and answer session. I will now turn the call over to Cheryl Bates Harris. You may begin.  

 

Thank you, Alex. Thank you for joining us on a Thursday afternoon. I know that you're probably all busy 

with the holiday things, but we appreciate your participation this afternoon. On the line presenting live 

is myself, from the National Disability Rights Network, and I also have Linda Landry, a staff attorney at 

the disability Law Center in Massachusetts, which is the Massachusetts protection and advocacy agency 

along with Rick Glassman, another attorney who is the director of advocacy there. Rick is going to stay 

on the line playing a supporting role. He felt that Linda was probably better able to address the Social 

Security issues because Linda, as, as you probably are aware, is a co-trainer for NDRN in the core 

training. This call kind of came about as a result of the emphasis and the interest that PNA's have now 

on filing wage and hour complaints, particularly around subminimum wage. And Rick Glassman was one 

of the first PNA's note on behalf of the PNA was one of the first PNA is to file a wage and hour 

complaints. And so as we move forward, there was a lot of concern about what does this do to impact 

the Social Security benefits of individuals? Clearly, we don't want to put them in a situation that's going 

to be harmful. So we've pulled this together. This is really going to be more of a discussion on today. We 

are going to provide the information that we know, but we also suspect that people are going to ask 

questions and raise issues that we may not have the answers too. So you're welcome don't we're going 

to have a live Q&A chat later in the call where the operator will open up the lines, but you can also post 

questions into the chat box. Which is in the lower right-hand side of the screen for probably most 

people. So this is a good discussion. This is a good starting point. We will be developing some further 

guidance in conjunction with the Social Security Administration a little bit later. So having said that, I just 

want to remind people that this information is for training purposes. And at this point, this information 

is not to be considered legal advice for any case. So having said that, Linda, I'm, I'm going to turn it over 

to you. And thank you very much for joining us.  

 

Thank you, Cheryl. Hi, everyone. I'm happy to be on the call today. And try to provide at least analytical 

those some analytical background on how Social Security treats lump sums that are received by 

disability benefit recipients. And it's going to depend on which benefits the individual actually receives 

from Social Security. Many of you may know that Social Security administers two cash benefit programs. 



One is the set of Social Security benefits that people earn by working and paying the Social Security 

taxes into the system. The other benefit toward dose of the other benefit that people may receive is 

called Supplemental Security Income, SSI. It's a need-based benefit and so the effect of any income, 

including lump sum income, on these benefits is very different. So the first step goes when you're 

bringing these cases or any time you're expecting a settlement or award in a case, it's really important to 

identify early on which benefit the individual receives. And sometimes that's not as easy as it may seem. 

People are often confused about which benefit they receive. They will say they receive SSA disability 

benefits. That doesn't get you any farther down the road in learning whether it is Social Security 

insurance or SSI. The best way to tell is by looking at the individual's notices in Social Security, if they've 

held on to them or can can provide them up to you. If it's SSI, up in the upper left-hand corner of the 

heading, Supplemental Security Income will be spelled out. If it's one of the Social Security Security 

insurance benefits, it may say, a couple of different things but it won't say Supplemental Security 

Income. If the individual doesn't have notices, then the other way to find out is for the individual to go 

to Social Security and get a benefits statement or more conveniently, to sign up for an account which 

people can do on Social Security's website. The logo is prominently displayed on the homepage. Social 

Security.gov. People can sign up for an account and they can check their benefits and print out a 

statement anytime they want to. So after you have identified which benefit the individual receives, then 

you can go on to figure out the rules that apply. I'm going to start with SSI because although SSI is in 

some ways more complicated than Social Security because it's a needs-based benefit, it's a little easier 

to explain, I think. The effect of a lump sum like back wages on the SSI benefits -- so the SSI benefit those 

for SSI, eligibility limits the amount of countable income and resources the individual can own and still 

be eligible. The amount of income that -- people must have less income than the amount they can be 

paid under SSI. And they can have countable resources of less than $2000 if they are an individual and 

less than $3000 if they are a member of a married couple. And for the asset to be countable, they must 

both have ownership and legal access to utilize the resource to meet their basic needs. So that's the 

overview of SSI as -- eligibility. So wages for SSI, are counted when they are paid. Regardless of when the 

work was done for the wages. So if individuals in these subminimum wage claim cases receive a lump 

sum of wages that they were underpaid, it will count in the month of receipt. Actually, the actual rule is 

income counts in the month of receipt or when it's set aside for the individual to receive or claim. This is 

different as you'll find out, from the Social Security insurance program. So virtually any funds that are 

received in a month are going to be countable in the month of receipt in some way, shape, or form 

unless they are specifically in -- excluded. These lump of back wages would not be specifically excluded, 

so they will count under the SSI income counting rules in the month of receipt or when they can be 

claimed. Now, if the awards were actually more in the amount of damages, not precisely the amount of 

wages that the people were underpaid, then it would be counted as unearned income. And this is 

actually a worse treatment than earnings. Unearned income is countable, less $20. So it's almost fully 

countable against the amount of wages the person could otherwise receive.  

 

Can I ask a question about that?  

 

Sure.  

 



So if somebody got double damages under let's say the Fair Labor Standards Act, or double or triple 

damages under state law, do you think the double or triple amount would be counted as damages or 

would it be counted as wages?  

 

I think it would be counted as damages. The only thing that Social Security would count as wages would 

be the actual amount those related to the actual amount the person should have received for the work 

that they did. Something that's received for -- other than work that the present it wouldn't be counted 

as wages. Not sure I said that very clearly. Was that clear?  

 

Yes. Thanks.  

 

It might be important if people are getting damages on top of an award of back wages for work that 

they actually did. It might be important to separate those.  

 

Any other questions on this? Okay.  

 

So a lumpsum would be counted as income in the month of receipt. And would most likely make the 

individual payment ineligible for SSI in that month. It's really impossible I think, to avoid nonpayment in 

the month of receipt or overpayment if the person receives the SSI benefit in the month of receipt. But 

we'll talk more about that in a minute. If the individual does not spend down income in the month of 

receipt, whatever is left over as of the first moment of the following month goes towards countable 

assets. And so forth. Until it's properly spend down. So in the SSI program, you always have to think of 

income twice. You have to think about it in the month of receipt and how it will count, and then if it is 

not spend down in the month of receipt, you have to think about it as a countable asset as of the first 

moment of the following month and then subsequent months until the individual can verify that it's 

been properly spend down.  

 

Now, when an SSI recipient is financially ineligible for SSI,they don't immediately lose entitlement to SSI. 

When you lose entitlement, you have to reapply to regain SSI eligibility. But before that happens, the 

person is in suspense. A suspense is a nonpayment month to be sure, and people are overpaid if they 

get their benefit in months that should have been suspense those suspense months, but suspense is not 

the same as loss of entitlement. The difference is that when a person is in suspense, they can spend 

down excess funds and verify to Social Security that they are again financially eligible for SSI. And regain 

payment eligibility without having to go through a new application. But this can only happen if the 

person is in suspense for less than 12 consecutive months. If the individual is financially ineligible, for 12 

consecutive months or more, then the suspense becomes a determination of entitlement. So it's 

important to be able to talk to folks for whom you were expecting an award of benefits. So that they can 



be prepared to understand the effect on their SSI and that they do have some time to spend it down and 

minimize benefits eligibility by being prepared to spend it down properly.  

 

Linda, let let me ask you a question. Because I'm thinking for instance, the situation with the boys in the 

bunkhouse. There were two separate actions. One by the Department of Labor for back wages. And 

then there was a second action by the EEOC that awarded them damages. So the reason I bring this up, 

what happens if somebody gets their back wages from the Department of Labor and they are suspended 

for six months? But then they spend their money down, they become eligible again and then say six or 

eight months later, they get the damage award through the jury trial or the EEOC?Does the 12 month 

suspense period start over again? Or would the six months they've already been in suspense factor into 

termination? 

 

No. That's a good question. I think each period would be a separate suspense period. And they would 

have up to 12 consecutive months to spend down the excess funds. Before loss of entitlement. So each 

of lump sum would be countable income in the month of receipt. The award of back wages would be 

counted as earned income in the month of receipt. And then would go toward countable assets in 

subsequent months until properly spent down. The damages award would count as unearned income in 

the month of receipt. And then any amount not spend down in the month of receipt would count as 

assets until properly spent down and each time they would have to don't have 12 consecutive months. 

That's how it would work. These are things we want to make sure we confirm with Social Security.  

 

Absolutely. Thank you.  

 

So it's important that people also know when they receive SSI, how to properly spend down excess 

funds. People can always a spend down excess funds on themselves for fair market value. To spend it 

down otherwise, to spend it down for instance on someone else buying things for other people or giving 

money to other people, risks a transfer of asset penalty, which is a serious penalty. SSI ineligibility for 

the number of months that result by dividing the amount transferred , that is, not properly spent down, 

by the SSI benefit. It's capped at 36 months. Of any period those ineligibility like that can be hardship for 

folks. It's important that people know how to spend down the funds properly. It's on themselves for fair 

market value. This clan this can include things like paying off their own debt, they could sign up for 

classes they want to take themselves, they can buy household goods, reliable vehicles, they have some 

options about preparing for final expenses if that's important. And there are other tips we can provide 

later on. But it's important to note to be prepared to spend down the funds so they can do it properly, 

minimize the ineligibility period. And get it done before 12 consecutive months have run from the first 

ineligibility month. And also, keep receipts, because people will need to verify with receipts, both that it 

spent down properly those I mean that it's been spent and on what. So that they can present that to 

Social Security and regain payment eligibility within the 12 consecutive month period.So that's the 

overview of SSI. I'm going to move on now to the Social Security Disability Insurance and other Social 

Security benefits based on disability that are part of the insurance system where people have worked 



and paid into the system for long enough to be eligible for a benefit. Sometimes people are eligible on 

the wage record of other people, for example, an adult child of a wage earner if the wage earner is 

either receiving benefits themselves or has died with insured status. And the adult child has met the 

disability standards prior to age 22 and the the disabled widows as well. So these benefits all carry with 

them the same rules. If they're not needs-based benefits. But wages do play a role in continuing 

eligibility. When people receive these Title II benefits, based on disability, the Work Incentives in these 

programs count when work makes a difference in terms of eligibility. And in this case, wages count 

when they are earned as opposed to when they are paid. So this poses an issue for back wages. And it's 

interesting. In this case, the difference between back wages and damages awards flips over. A damage 

award for a titleII benefits benefits recipient would have no effect on the SSDI benefit because it's not a 

needs-based benefit and damages are not wages. Wages are only payments for work actually 

performed. So in this case, if a person is getting SSDI or the disabled adult child benefit or disabled 

widows benefit, when the person receives a lump sum of back-pay for wages actually done, that the 

wages the person should have received but didn't, Social Security may have to look back and see how 

the Work Incentives would play out and may have to recalculate decisions that were already made on 

when the person used their Work Incentives and when benefits should have stopped or even with 

benefit termination. I got a little bit ahead of myself, all the way into the next slide before changing it. So 

I think I'll move on to the next slide. So the Work Incentives that are relevant to this benefit are the Trial 

Work Period, the extended period of eligibility, the month of suspense those months of suspense, and 

termination months. So in any period of eligibility for one of these Title II disability benefits, the 

individual has nine trial work months with which to work and not have their benefits affected at all. And 

there is a level of gross wages the person must earn in order to even use a trial work month. People 

need to report their wages to Social Security. Social Security can track can track and decide when the 

person has used all nine. When the person has used all nine,the next period starts right away, the 

following month. It's the extended period of eligibility. And this is pretty six-month long, whether the 

individual works ornot. And in these 36 months, whether the person is eligible to receive their benefits 

or not, depends on when they work at a level defined by Social Security at Substantial Gainful Activity. 

This is Substantial Gainful Activity, largely determined by the amount of money someone makes. For just 

some understanding of this, this in calendar year 2014, a person was presumed to be making Substantial 

Gainful Activity level wages with $1070 in gross wages if they were getting benefits based on disability. 

For people eligible on the basis of politeness, it's a higher number. This number changes every year. 

Back in 2010 and 2011 and 2012 those it was $1000. And it's increased every year. So it can get 

complicated to explain to someone what the effect of a back award of wages will be on their SSDI 

benefits. If you have to go back and calculate when the person used trial work months and when they 

used extended dose when their extended period of eligibility was in effect and when they were and 

were not entitled to benefits. To top it all off, at the end of the 36 months, whenever that occurs, the 

individual loses entitlement to benefits with even one month of Substantial Gainful Activity level work. 

And then once you lose entitlement to benefits, you would have to reapply to qualify. I don't know how 

much money people are expecting to get in these back awards, but it could become complicated to 

advise people about the infected those affected benefits on those the effect of lump sum of wages on 

theirbenefits. It's not clear how far back Social Security would go in every case, to recalculate the Trial 

Work Period and the extended period of eligibility. I know there have been some cases including cases 

outside of these so minimum wage cases where that's happened. And Social Security has had to work 

through that. There is something called administrative finality where SSA has made a decision about 



where a person is in their work incentive, but I don't think decisions are made those are always made in 

these cases. There would be a lot of information that does potentially a lot of information that 

information that someone would need to find out in order to advise the individual who is expecting a 

lump sum of back wages as to what would happen. And then I think that's the end of the information to 

present on a titleII benefits. I'd love to hear any questions people would have, but before that, I wanted 

to mention that these Social Security benefits are not the only benefits that are of concern to people 

who are receiving an award of back wages or damages. In some states, there might be an effect on their 

Medicaid. Medicaid programs tend to be a little different in every state. So people would have to seek 

advice on that in their state as well as about food stamps or TANF, housing necessities and whether or 

not it made sense to put some of the back benefits in a trust. Trust can sometimes work with needs-

based benefits, but it's something that people really need expert advice on. With that, Cheryl, unless 

you think I missed something though.  

 

No. We do have a couple of questions that have come through the chat box. I'm going to take the 

second question first. Dan asks, if a back award pumps an individual over SGA, then they could also be 

subject to an overpayment as well? 

 

Right.  

 

Right. And we agree with that, Dan. Absolutely. It could be subject to an overpayment. And the whole 

shebang that goes with that. Linda, the other question for both Linda and or Rick, as you are aware, 

Congress passed The Able Act this week. I believe it believe it was signed into law by the president. And 

the question is, given that The Able Act just passed this week,does that have any effect on the resource 

amount of $2000? Although I should know the answer to that, it has changed so much since I was 

familiar with it does I haven't read it since its passage, so I'm wondering if either of you can address that 

question for us.  

 

This is Linda. I did take a look at the text of the bill passed by the house. It's a lot more complicated than 

the bill was when it was originally filed.  

 

Right.  

 

I haven't seen the text of the Senate Bill yet. I didn't find it on Thomas yesterday, but I assume that since 

it passed so quickly, the two bills were harmonized? And so some things that have been added, the 

those people are allowed to set up tax-free accounts of that I think would function like 529 accounts, if 

people are familiar with those. And I think individuals as well as third parties on behalf of individuals 

would be able to set up these accounts and not have them count as an asset, but that wouldn't 

eliminate the income in the month of receipt issue for SSI. And I'm not those Social Security will have to 



generate some rules on how they're going to administer this law. I'm not sure how they would treat 

people who wanted to move their lump sum into an able account. I assume that would be possible in 

situations , but we'll have to wait and see what the rules are. It wouldn't prevent an overpayment. If it's 

a back award of wages, it wouldn't prevent an overpayment for SSDI either. If the back award meant 

that the person shouldn't have received benefits due to Substantial Gainful Activity. Again, it's going to 

depend on individual cases, on how much money the individual those it turns out the individual should 

have been paid. When the work was actually done. And it will also depend on how far back Social 

Security will go in individual cases, to determine when trial work and extended period of eligibility 

months were run. So that's a long way of saying we're not really sure , but I think people will probably 

be able to utilize these. It just won't solve all the problems. It might be a way to spend down some of the 

funds. Does that make any sense?  

 

Makes sense to me, but as we open up the lines, we can see what comments people have. Rick, do you 

have anything to add based on your present understanding of able?Okay. He does I do know that there 

has been exchange of information between SSA and the work incentive plan and assistance programs, 

technical assistance center, and NDRN around developing guidance around The Able Act, but I have not 

been in the office this week. I've been down in Alabama doing some work. So my attention has been 

focused elsewhere. And we will get you information as it becomes available. So at this point, operator, I 

think we'd like to open the lines for any questions or comments that our participants have. So could you 

instruct them on how to ask a question, please?  

 

Absolutely. We would now begin the question and answer session. If you have a question, press star one 

on your touchtone phone. If you wish to be removed, please press the pound sign or the hash key. Once 

again, if you have a question, press star then one.We do have a question from Susan Watley. Please go 

ahead.  

 

I'm with the Texas PNA. And we have handled in the past, various employment discrimination claims. 

And had to navigate sensitive tax issues around wages and things that there's some overlap with this 

stuff. What we've learned from there is that depending on how you characterize things and settlement 

agreements, the IRS will those could give you some deference based on what the parties in an arm's-

length negotiation are able to call certain portions of the settlement. Have you encountered that issue 

here? And do you have any advice on whether it makes sense to try to characterize things in a certain 

way? In settlements?  

 

This is Linda. I don't have any advice. I don't have any expertise in tax, but that is certainly another area 

where people are going to potentially need the advice. And sometimes, I think the advice about how 

you characterize things though there will be winners and losers depending on the area you're talking 

about. Something that might be good for SSI might not be so good for tax. And vice versa. Cheryl, do you 

know if anyone has come up with any tips on tax in these kinds of awards?  



 

No. I don't know that yet because I think Susan , this work is so new, particularly on a broad scale, as the 

states are starting to do it, that probably you have more experience with your individual cases. I 

certainly have no experience in Washington because we don't provide direct services. So this can be 

something that we want to add to our list to include in the guidance, but you have a little bit of 

experience. What did you find works best in the situations that you were involved in? Can you share 

with us? 

 

Just from a tax perspective,with the work that's been done in the employment discrimination area, 

there are certain tax benefits that can apply if it's a civil rights case and its settlement of an employment 

claim, and some other civil rights statutes like fair housing and those sorts of things. And so you might 

want in some cases, to call a portion of it wages, but call a portion of the settlement other things in 

order to try to carefully navigate that. But I can't -- if we're more experienced at this than what we need 

to be for future work on here, I think even though we feel fairly comfortable doing it, on those 

employment discrimination claims, I think we would really have a much higher comfort level if we all 

thought about this and learned a little bit more before we start doing it on wage and hour stuff.  

 

That's fine. I've made a note of the question. And part of the purpose of this call was for people to raise 

these kinds of issues so that we think through and don't have a lot of unintended consequences. So I 

appreciate you raising the question. I'm sorry. Linda, was a cutting you off?  

 

No. I. I agreed that was important to do.  

 

Thank you.  

 

Can I jump in? This is Rick.  

 

Of course.  

 

It seems that the wheel room here if any is probably going to be around the cases that involve double or 

triple damages, I don't know if there are other kinds of civil rights theories, for example or other causes 

of action that could be played in these cases. I suspect not for the most part. So at least least we haven't 

tried that. I don't know of other people trying it. So I think there's some note we can come talk about 

the ADA later, but looking at these as a straight wage and hour claims, I think for the most part, it's 

going to be back wage claims and it's going to be accountable as wages, but if there is any discretion, it's 

going to be around double or triple damages, when those are awarded. That's probably going to be not 



in the plain-vanilla wage and hour division complaint to DOL. I think people don't get those there. And 

they may not get doubles at a hearing. We don't really know that yet because nobody is doing ALJ 

hearings yet. And where it is going to come into play is probably either in a state court action, direct 

action that seeks double or triple damages under your state wage and hour law, or a Fair Labor 

Standards Act in which you get double damages. And then we're back to that question that I raised 

earlier about if you have doubles, how is that counted? I think under the Fair Labor Standards Act, 

doubles are intended in part to compensate before those for not having use of the money. We can dig 

deeper into those questions but I'm not sure how many people are going to be bringing affirmative 

don't affirmative FLSA cases in federal court as opposed to using the wage and hour and ALJ process. So 

far there's more interest in those other procedures. So maybe we don't have to answer that question 

just yet. We may be dealing with a question of how to count wages and that's what we've been talking 

about.  

 

And for SSI cases, for SSI benefit recipients, how it's characterized matters relatively little. The only time 

the wage issue would be important would be in the month of receipt. And after that, it's just countable 

assets. So I assume that in most cases, these awards would be big enough to knock someone off of SSI in 

the month of receipt. Even if you only count about half of the award because it was considered wages. 

So probably wouldn't make much difference. Where it will make a difference is for people who received 

the [Indiscernible].  

 

And fair, if it's damages, double or triple damages, it wouldn't count at all but there would be some 

impact if it's actually an award of back wages.  

 

Okay. Operator, do we have any other questions in the line? In queue?  

 

Yes. We have a question from Lucia Romano Astro. Please go ahead.  

 

I have a quick question regarding one of my cases actually does that is in the process of settling. And I 

am pretty sure my client received some benefits. I'm not entirely sure if it's SSI or SSDI benefits. But 

assuming that she does receive SSI benefits, in talking with her, her plan was to use the money that she 

would be receiving in the settlement to pay off a debt that she has with her mother, with a family 

member. And so her plan was to have the check either cut out to her mother to pay off that debt or for 

herself to get the check from the opposing side and then write a check to her mother. And I understand 

from your presentation that paying off debt is one of those things that can be used to pay down the 

amount of settlement. But would this be viewed as a transfer since it is going directly to a person rather 

than a bank or institution, to pay off a debt?  

 



That's a really good question. In order to properly spend down the benefits, you need to spend it on 

yourself for fair market value. You can't pay debt. People do ODEP to relatives, and I think how SSA looks 

at it would depend on those they'd look into the bona fide of the loan, essentially. Often, people with 

family debt don't have -- if they have a writing, that's terrific but you don't have to have a writing. In 

part, I will send you for this case, Social Security's guidance on these kinds of debts. And we will also 

maybe include that in the future guidance. I think the bottom line is, if it's credible that it's a debt she 

owes to her mother, then it should be okay. But Social Security will investigate.  

 

Yes. That's very helpful. Would it be wise of me to advise her that if she is going to spend the money in 

that fashion, that she should document what she's doing, have her mother sign something or put 

something in writing?  

 

That's helpful, but I assume the money was loaned for a previous period. It wasn't loaned last week or 

something like that?  

 

Exactly.  

 

So there needs to be a clear understanding between the parties that this is a loan and it is those it's 

expected to be repaid. So it would be useful to have something in writing, but with the understanding 

that it wasn't in writing when the Lono Kurd. So that makes it a little more problematic.  

 

Okay.  

 

I don't think it matters whether the money goes directly to the mother or whether it goes to the 

daughter and then the daughter pays the mother. It was her money and she directed its disposition so it 

will be looked at the same.  

 

Okay. Thank you.  

 

Okay. Operator, next question, please?  

 

Thank you. We do have a question from Brian East. Please go ahead.  

 



My question was answered. Thank you.  

 

Do we have any other questions in the queue?  

 

We do not have any more questions in the queue at this time.  

 

I think we had a question from Emily.  

 

Through the chat box, the question is, could back wage awards count towards working quarters for 

other SSA benefits? With a qualifier here that says,from Emily White in Ohio, she has a few clients who 

have been working for extremely low wages for more than five years. But may be entitled to wages that 

would put them over the threshold for working quarters. So I guess the question is, if the back wages, 

well, I think you understand it without me trying to explain it. Does the question make sense to you?  

 

Yes, it does. This is another great question for Social Security, but I think the bottom line is that for 

wages to count for quarters of coverage, to earn insured status for Social Security benefits, the FICA 

taxes have to be paid on it. So that would be step one. I know that there's a time limit for correcting 

your wage records. But there are many exceptions for employees. And it may well be that this situation 

where people were paid wages that were too low due to no fault of their own would be one of these 

exceptions. So this is something we'll have to look at. But I think it's possible.  

 

Good question, Emily Emily. Thank you.  

 

All right. Operator, have any other questions come into the queue?  

 

Yes. We do have a question from a Lita. Please go ahead.  

 

You touched on this earlier but I was wondering if this would be an appropriate referral for the WI PA 

projects when they are trying to figure out how the work rules apply to -- her earnings apply to the work 

rules or vice versa, sorry. And would it be appropriate referral? Is there any referral on the WI PA not 

being able to advise on these types of issues?  

 

I'll take a stab at that answer. Linda, you can back me up.  



 

Okay.  

 

I've got to switch phones here very quickly. Hang on. Still there?  

 

Yes.  

 

Okay. I think the issue is that again, this is not an area that WIPAs have been trained on. They've been 

trained to look at the immediate situation and what happens when a beneficiary goes to work. I think 

they might have some insight as to how to handle these things, but quite frankly, I think it's above and 

beyond what they've typically been trained in. I don't know for sure. I'm happy to have the conversation 

with the technical assistance Center from the WIPAs, but I'm not sure -- I'm honestly not sure that they 

are going to have the ability to answer these situations, which is why I I think we need to figure it out. 

Linda, do you have a different perspective?  

 

Not entirely. I think for SSI, it wouldn't be appropriate for the WIPAs, because this is really an income 

and asset question, financial eligibility and how you spend down. For Title II, it is a question of 

calculating the Trial Work Period and extended period of eligibility. And what would happen for people 

who are continuing to work, but there is a threshold question of how far back Social Security would go 

and how these wages would be parceled out. So I think without really specific guidance and a willingness 

to counsel people in this area, then it would be inappropriate.  

 

Thank you.  

 

Operator, do do we have any other questions?  

 

There are no more questions at the moment.  

 

Thanks.  

 

I'm sure that those this is really the beginning of the discussion. I think as we do more of this wage and 

hour work, people are going to those things are going to ocher to people and people are going to have 

questions. So I want to thank Linda and Rick for assisting with this. And being willing to talk us through 

and present the information, but I would also encourage all of you to continue to send us the questions 



that you have. We may not have the immediate answer, but we will certainly look into them. And we'll 

get back to you. So the last slide of course does have my email address and my contact information. Feel 

free to use me as the conduit, whether I'm the person who might have the correct answer or not, I can 

send the legal questions to the attorneys on staff, et cetera. So for Brian, I will those we will will get you 

information on The Able Act and get some guidance and clarification out on that as well as we'll look 

into some of these other questions a little bit further. And within the next couple of months, I can't 

honestly say how quickly the guidance is going to be developed, because there's a lot of factors and 

variables involved, but we will develop some written guidance and get it out. If you have information or 

experiences besides questions, if you've already been down this road and you figure something out, 

then help us to help the other people so they don't have to reinvent that wheel. So having said that, I 

want to to wish everybody a very happy holiday. And once again, express my appreciation to Linda and 

to Rick and to thank all of you for taking time out of your schedules to participate this afternoon. So 

have a good weekend, and have a good holiday season. Thank you.  

 

Thanks, everybody.  

 

Thank you, you, lay Jacobian this concludes today's call. Thank you for participating. You may now 

disconnect.  

 

Thank you, Alex.  

 

Thanks. Have a good one.  
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